The ability to predict the long-term impact of a scientific article soon after its publication is of great value towards accurate assessment of research performance. In this work we test the hypothesis that good predictions of long-term citation counts can be obtained through a combination of a publication's early citations and the impact factor of the hosting journal. The test is performed on a corpus of 123,128 WoS publications authored by Italian scientists, using linear regression models. The average accuracy of the prediction is good for citation time windows above two years, decreases for lowly-cited publications, and varies across disciplines. As expected, the role of the impact factor in the combination becomes negligible after only two years from publication.
Introduction
Scientific publications encoding new knowledge have different values, depending on their impact on future scientific advancements and ultimately on social and economic development. As a proxy for such impact, bibliometricians adopt citation-based indicators. The underlying assumption is that when a publication is cited, it has contributed to (has had an impact on) the new knowledge encoded in the citing publications (Bornmann & Daniel, 2008) . Citational analysis has become the principal instrument for evaluating the bibliometric impact of scientific production, whether used independently or in "informed peer review" evaluation exercises.
The questions for evaluative scientometrics are: i) which indicator (or combination) best predicts future impact; and ii) what is its predictive power. The answers to these queries are seen to vary, depending on the time elapsed from date of publication to measurement of accrued citations. There is general agreement on the fact that late citation counts (as proxy of long-term impact) serve as the benchmark for determining the best indicator or combination of (and its predictive power), for each citation time window (Abramo, 2018) .
What becomes clear is that there is an embedded tradeoff between level of accuracy and timeliness in measurement, and also clear is that the scientometrician has the responsibility of communicating this in their relations with decision-makers. Indeed, one of the critical issues in reliability of citation indicators of impact concerns the rapidity with which citations accumulate: citations accrue with time, and no one can know for sure for how much time. Citation count can only serve as a reliable proxy of the scholarly impact of a work if observed at sufficient distance from the date of publication, or applying what is called a "citation time window" of adequate length. Yet, given a performance assessment aimed at informing policy and management decisions, no reasonable decision-maker could wait the necessary decades for completion of the citation life cycle. Hence, in designing a research assessment, the question becomes what length of citation time window should be selected in order for early citations to qualify as an accurate proxy of impact. Inevitably, finding an answer entails addressing the tradeoff between level of accuracy and timeliness in measurement. Previous literature signals that the "best trade-off" would differ across disciplines, since the life cycles of citations and peaks in the citation distribution curves vary with this factor (Garfield, 1972; Mingers, 2008; Wang, 2013; Baumgartner & Leydesdorff, 2014) . Adams (2005) states that citations accumulated one and two years after publication "might be useful as a forward indicator of the long-term quality of research publications". Rousseau (1988) and Glänzel, Schlemmer, and Thijs (2003) noted that for mathematics the standard bibliometric time horizon must be greater than for other fields. Abramo, Cicero, and D'Angelo (2011) found that in biology, biomedical research, chemistry, clinical medicine and physics, the peak in citations occurs in the second year after publication; but in earth and space science and in engineering, citations follow a more regular and slower-growing trend. Mathematics behaves still differently, with publications collecting citations very slowly.
Some bibliometricians have investigated the possibility of using alternative metrics, or "altmetrics", to increase accuracy in predicting impact -an area of research now attracting considerable interest. Since reading a publication occurs before citing it, then particularly for the problem of recent publications, it could make sense to count readers (through on-line views, downloads, tweets or other digitally traceable behaviors), rather than relying on citations; it might also be possible to use altmetrics to supplement indicators based on citations (Priem, Taraborelli, Groth, & Neylon, 2010; Li, Thelwall, & Giustini, 2012; Thelwall, Haustein, Larivière, & Sugimoto, 2013; Shema, Bar-Ilan, & Thelwall, 2014; Sud, & Thelwall, 2014; Thelwall & Sud, 2016) . In searching to improve the predictive power of early citations, bibliometricians have also proposed combining citation counts with other independent variables. Science recently hosted a lively discussion on the topic. Through a mechanistic model collapsing the citation histories of publications from different journals and disciplines into a single curve, Wang, Song and Barabási (2013) concluded that "all papers tend to follow the same universal temporal pattern". Wang, Mei, and Hicks (2014) objected that "their analyses find discouraging results … and correspondingly enormous prediction errors. The prediction power is even worse than simply using short-term citations to approximate long-term citations."
Several years earlier, Abramo, D'Angelo, and Di Costa (2010) had provided evidence that for citation windows of two years or less, the journal's impact factor (IF) is a better predictor of impact than citations, for articles in mathematics (and with weaker evidence in biology and earth sciences). Levitt and Thelwall (2011) verified the predictive power of a combination of journal impact and citations, and recommended the hybrid indicator for citation windows of zero or one year only, with the exception of mathematics (and with weaker evidence in biology and earth sciences) where its use for up to a two-year window has been suggested. Bornmann, Leydesdorff, and Wang (2014) also found that IF can be a significant covariate in predicting the citation impact of individual publications. Stern (2014) confirmed that in the social sciences, IF improves correlation between predicted and actual ranks by citations, when applied in the "zero" year of publication and up to one year afterwards. Stegehuis, Litvak, and Waltman (2015) proposed a model to predict a probability distribution for the future number of citations of a publication, using the IF of the hosting journal and the number of citations received by the publication within one year of appearance. In the latest Italian research assessment exercise (VQR 2011 (VQR -2014 ) the choice was made to adopt a linear weighted combination of citations and journal metric percentiles, with weights differentiated by discipline and year; but such combination appears to have been formulated without rigorous scientific method. Abramo and D'Angelo (2016) demonstrated that the proposed weighting provides a worse prediction of the impact of publications than the simple citation count.
In this work, we try to identify the combination of IF and early citation counts that best predicts long-term citations of publications in each discipline, by using two alternative prediction models, one based on the rescaled citation counts and another utilizing the log-transformed citation counts. We also analyze the error distribution for the prediction as a function of the number of early citations. Differently from previous contributions in the literature, we also provide: i) the weighted combinations of citations and IF, as a function of the citation time window and field of research, which best predict future impact; and ii) the predictive power of each combination. These two main contributions of the current work feed into the ultimate aim: providing scholars and practitioners with a tool supporting effective design and implementation of research assessments.
Data and methods
Our reference framework is the Italian national research assessment exercise, intended to assess the performance of research institutions through the evaluation of their research products from a period of time. Bibliometric evaluation can be applied to research products indexed in such repositories as Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus. The publications under evaluation are issued in different years, and belong to different fields or subject categories (SCs). We approximate the long-term impact of an article by the number of citations counted nine years after publication. For example, for papers published in 2004 (2005, 2006) , we measure the long term impact with the number of citations received up to year 2013 (2014, 2015) . 1 We then regress the long-term impact on the number of citations accrued in previous years and on the IF of the journal at publication date.
2 In doing so, we adopt two different linear models. In the first model, we rescale the number of citations by year and subject category, an approach frequently used by bibliometricians when comparing publications of different years and fields. In line with Abramo, Cicero, and D'Angelo (2012), we rescale citations (respectively IFs) to the average of all cited Italian publications (respectively journals) indexed by WoS in the same year and SC. Then we regress the long-term impact on the rescaled number of citations accrued in previous years and on the rescaled IF of the journal at publication date. More formally, we define the rescaled variables as follows: We adopt a linear regression model of the following form:
[1] The second model follows an alternative approach based on the logarithmic transformation of the citation counts. The underlying reason is that the distribution of citations to articles in a given year and SC is likely to be approximately log-normally distributed (Stringer, Sales-Pardo, & Amaral, 2008) . Such approach has the effect of reducing the magnitude of the number of citations in a non-proportional way, diminishing the size of the large citation counts and controlling for their variance, with potentially beneficial effects for the application of a linear regression model. Of course, such transformation has an effect also on the interpretation of the regression coefficient, that would approximate the linear relation between the percentage increases of the dependent and the independent variables. In this case we have:
= log (1 + )
[2] and the same regression equation represented in [1] .
In both models, the obvious autocorrelation of the number of citations makes the role of + more and more important in explaining +9 as t approaches 8. Additionally, the model based on rescaled citations may as well be interpreted in terms of the explanation of the relative increase of citations of the paper between year t and year 9. For the reason above we expect that both models proposed would have a very good fit for large values of t, exploiting the autocorrelation between the dependent and one of the two independent variables. Nevertheless, we believe it is interesting to find out when this autocorrelation effect starts to be strong enough to achieve accurate prediction of long term impact, and how it varies as a function of the SCs and the size of early citations. Last but not least, we are interested in assessing the relative weight of early citations and IF, as t varies.
To calibrate the regression models and answer our research questions, we consider a dataset consisting of all Italian publications indexed in WoS over [2004] [2005] [2006] in the sciences and social sciences (only articles, reviews, conference proceedings and letters, totaling 123,128 items). We exclude the Art & Humanities SCs because of the limited coverage of outputs by WoS. We assign each publication to the SC of the hosting journal, according to the WoS classification scheme. Publications in multi-category journals are assigned to each of the SCs. We run regression models for t =0, …, 8 for each of the 170 SCs with more than 100 publications, using the lm function in package MASS of R version 3.2.2.
In some cases, the regressions models for specific subgroups resulted positive to heteroskedasticity tests (such as the Breusch-Pagan test). All regression coefficients presented in the following were thus obtained by a robust standard error approach for the computation of the p-values (heteroskedasticity consistent variance-covariance matrix HC3, see Zeileis (2004) for details).
We tested also more complex quadratic regressions and non-parametric classification models (decision trees) but without significant improvement of fitting with respect to the linear regression shown in [1].
Results
To start, as an example, we apply the OLS regressions to the 1113 Italian publications falling in the SC "Engineering, chemical" (Table 1 ). Each row shows results for each citation time window. All early citations coefficients exhibit a high statistical significance, as attested by the associated p-values, while the IF coefficients are not always significant. R 2 increases steadily with the citation time window for both models. Specifically, the values of the coefficient associated to the IF (3 rd and 7 th columns of the Table 1 ) decrease drastically in both cases, becoming very small and negative respectively after three and five years from publication. Differently, early citations coefficients are large and steadily increasing in the first three years after publication, further weakening the weight of the IF in predicting longterm citations. We can conclude that with a citation time window of three years the role of the IF becomes negligible in both models, which exhibit very good fit (R 2 =0.812 and R 2 =0.790 respectively).
Regression results for each of the 170 SCs can be found in Appendix A, for a threeyear citation window (or in Supplementary Material-SM_1, for all citation time windows).
3 They are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 where, for the reference threeyear citation window, we show descriptive statistics of results for the SCs of each macro-area, for the two OLS models. Regression coefficients for the IF show a p-value lower than 0.1 in 40 SCs (out of 170) in the OLS on rescaled citation counts (third column of Table 2 ) and in 102, in the OLS on log-transformed citations (third column of Table 3 ). The maximum value of the IF coefficient is in Engineering (0.50 for the rescaled citations, 0.31 for the log-transformed ones), while the average values are small in size and negative in seven macro-areas in the model with rescaled citations. On the other hand, the coefficients of early citations are always significant at 0.01 level for both models. R 2 averages 0.8, with lowest average value for Mathematics (0.692 for rescaled citations, 0.717 for log-transformed ones), and highest for Multidisciplinary Sciences (0.831 and 0.828) and Clinical Medicine (0.828 and 0.847). Apart from minimal divergence in the rankings, the two models provide very similar outcomes. Table 4 and Table 5 provide the full details of the regressions for the 10 SCs with the highest and lowest R 2 , for a three-year citation window (complete results are available in Appendix A), in the two models.
As for rescaled citations (Table 4) only "Neuroimaging" e "Radiology, Nuclear Medicine & Medical Imaging" have R 2 values below 0.6; 94 SCs have R 2 values above 0.8, with six of the top listed subject categories belonging to Clinical medicine. Also for log-trasformed citations (Table 5 ) six of the top listed subject categories belong to Clinical medicine, while six at the bottom belong to Engineering.
As expected, the two models may perform differently at individual SC level; no specific patterns of performance emerge at a preliminary analysis.
In order to better appreciate differences across macro-areas, Figure 1 shows the dispersion of average regression coefficients for SCs in each macro-area, for a threeyear citation window for the two models. Analysing the two panels some considerations may be drawn:  Economics shows (on average) the maximum relative weight of IF with respect to early citations in both models;  Psychology is on the opposite side in both models;  Life science areas (biomedical research, chemistry, biology, clinical medicine) have varying average early citation coefficients but very similar IF average coefficients, typically very small;  Law and political sciences seem to experience a strong effect of early citations in both models; similarly, Engineering (in the left panel) and Multidisciplinary sciences (in right panel). Table 6 provides the full details of the regressions for publications that have received no citations within the considered time window. In this case, the impact prediction is based on IF coefficient only. The fitting, as attested by negligible R 2 values, is very poor; the IF coefficients markedly decrease in size with the time windows for both models. We run additional regressions for uncited publications also at SC level, for all SCs with more than 50 observations (119 in all), for the three-year The accuracy of impact prediction depends anyway on the size of early citations. To further investigate this aspect, for each citation time window, we assign each publication to the relevant quartile of the distribution of cited publications (leaving aside the subset of publications that have received no citations at the citation time window t). We then run the regressions for each quartile. Results (Table 7) show that the fitting is satisfactory only for Q4 publications. Q2 publications, whose R 2 is the lowest, are the most problematic in terms of prediction. Results of all the analyses conducted for each single SC are shown in SM_2, for both models. We have deepened the analysis through an even finer classification of citedness, assigning each publication to the relevant percentile of the distribution of cited publications. Considering the impact prediction error E for cited-publication i at time window t:
we computed the median error and plotted it in Figure 2 . For the model based on rescaled citations we adopted a fine-grained stratification based on deciles (left panel), while for the log-transformed citations we had to resort to quintiles (right panel) as a finer-grained stratification cannot be computed (as a matter of fact, the log-transformed citations quintiles cannot be computed for the case t = 0 and t = 1 for lack of variability in the citation counts, and are replaced by the overall median error over all quintiles).
As expected, the median of E is higher for publications in the initial percentiles by citations, and then decreases for the subsequent ones, for citation time windows of one year and more (for rescaled citations) and of two years and more (for log-transformed citations). For the three-year citation window the overall median error is 0.40 for rescaled citations, ranging from 0.237 for most cited publications to 0.515 for the least cited (purple line in the left panel). Similarly, we have an overall median error of 0.340, with 0.174 for the most cited publications and 0.407 for the least cited, in the model based on log-transformed citations (purple line in the right panel). Improvements in error may be obtained by limiting the regressions only to cited publications, but such improvements are indeed negligible. 
Conclusions
The analysis provides several interesting indications for the early assessment of impact of scientific output.
First, we provide statistical evidence that, on average, the choice of a three-year citation window is sufficient to predict the long-term impact of scientific publications with acceptable accuracy, using a linear regression model. A complementary conclusion is that the IF has a non-negligible role only with very short time windows (0 to 2 years); for longer ones, the weight of early citations is dominating and the IF is not informative in explaining the difference between long-term and short-term citations. Second, statistical evidence is also present indicating that the long-term impact of publications with low early citations cannot be predicted with the same accuracy as for those with high early citations. This demands that special attention be taken when papers with a null or small number of early citations need to be evaluated, particularly considering their substantial shares: in our dataset, they are 76.7% for a zero-year citation window, around 13.9% for the reference three-year window, down to 7% for a nine-year window. The decision maker faces an uneasy choice: to apply bibliometrics for evaluation of all publications, which entails accepting high error rates for a noticeable share, or to recur to peer-review for uncited ones, with consequences of higher costs and longer execution times. To any extent, the IF does not help in any way in assessing the impact of such publications. A probably better choice is only to analyse the papers with a threshold level of citations and note the fraction that fall below the threshold. Some papers with good long-term impact will be omitted, but assuming that we are analysing a discipline at the university level there is not a reason to think that the fraction of low citation papers that eventually get high citations should vary systematically across universities. These idiosyncracies of individual papers should be averaged away at the department/university level (Bruns & Stern, 2016) . Third, both the relative weight of regressors and the accuracy of prediction vary greatly across macro-areas, and across SCs within the macro-areas.
In the future, alternative metrics or "altmetrics" (on-line views, downloads, tweets, other digitally traceable behaviors) could serve as covariates, to improve predictive power when the time window is too short and early citations are too few (Shema, BarIlan, & Thelwall, 2014) . Unfortunately, at the time of preparing this study, recent records of altmetrics data were still insufficient to serve such purposes.
Our work draws inspiration from real practical issues, faced by all practitioners called to design a national research assessment exercise with a short citation time window. Given any such national framework, it is appropriate to use the relevant national distributions to assess the impact of research products, as we have done in the current example. However, given its utmost simplicity, the approach proposed in this paper can be replicated in various other contexts, accounting for the specific objectives of the individual assessment exercise.
